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James Allen

“People seek guidance of him 
who is master of himself.”



Our chief want in life is somebody who will 
make us do what we can.

Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Reduce Test Times and Increase 
Coverage with AI & ML

Zero Knowledge Proofs in 
Healthcare Data Sharing

Addressing Web Application 
Performance Issues

zDesk – an All-Inclusive VDI 
Solution for Healthcare

Kevin Surace, Chairman & CTO of 
Appvance IQ, writes about how Appvance 
revolutionized the concept of QA 
automation. - “Today our AIQ Technology 
combines tens of thousands of hours of test 
automation machine learning with the deep 
domain knowledge, the essential business 
rules, each QE specialist knows about their 
application.”

Srinivasan Sundararajan introduces us to 
the concept of zero knowledge proof and 
its applications in improving healthcare. 
- “As the name suggests, Zero Knowledge 
Proof is about proving something without 
revealing the data behind that proof.”

Suresh Kumar Ramasamy writes on the 
importance of monitoring applications to 
ensure end-user satisfaction. - “Irrespective 
of the complexity, it is quite important to 
ensure the end-user gets an excellent 
experience in using the application.”

Soumika Das writes on what makes zDesk 
a unique VDI solution and how it helped 
our clients realize various benefits. - “As 
the pandemic started shutting down offices 
almost all over the world, zDesk ensured 
business continuity of our clients through 
remote access to desktops/laptops on 
other devices (any RDP capable device).
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Spring Security

Quantum Computing 101

Design-led organization: Creative 
thinking as a practice!

Dhivya Muthuraj writes a comprehensive 
overview of the Spring Security 
framework. - “Web applications are 
susceptible to security threats and attacks, 
as they are accessible to anyone on the 
internet... We can use Spring Security to 
secure such URLs.”

Vignesh Ramamurthy simplifies Quantum 
Computing for us and shares a few real-
world applications. - “Quantum computing 
falls under the discipline of Quantum 
Physics. Quantum computing’s heart and 
soul resides in what we call as Qubits 
(Quantum bits) and Superposition.”

Gogul R shares how we can go about 
solving all kinds of problems with design 
thinking. - “Design is not only limited to 
aesthetics; it is more of a mindset to think of 
a solution.”



EDITOR’S  
NOTE

As we step into the last quarter of the year that deserves a special mention in future history books, I look 
back and realize that ‘resilience’ and ‘transformation’ are two words that stand out for me. The pandemic 
has driven years’ worth of transformational activities in mere months across many industries; while resilient 
has become a sought-after adjective to be associated with for both individuals and organizations.

Governments, institutions, and organizations have been coming up with unique ways to get society back 
to its feet. One of the sweeping trends have been to move more businesses online. Those that had stuck 
to the brick-and-mortar model for reasons ranging from convenience, digital illiteracy, or the in-person 
experience, are now reinventing themselves. 

So, is the physical ‘experience’ really that hard to replicate digitally? Well, organizations are going all out to 
get as close to the real experience as possible. This brings me to virtual events. We have witnessed some 
awe-inspiring ones of late. Virtual event organizers have been upping the energy and really making the 
confetti fall! From wine bottles to coffee brewing kits, organizers have been delivering stuff to people’s 
homes to elicit the same emotions as that of an actual event. 

It is a great way for businesses to engage with their clients and prospects and make some headway in 
these unforeseen circumstances. It is ideal for making connections and building a community. There has 
been a buzz about events going hybrid in future. Of course, people are not going to let go of the benefits 
that virtual events have to offer.

At GAVS, we have also gone virtual with our annual client event this year – enGAge 2020. Check out the 
next page for more details. 

In this edition, the Chairman & CTO of Appvance IQ, Kevin Surace, has written ‘Reduce Test Times and 
Increase Coverage with AI & ML’. He writes, “Today our AIQ Technology combines tens of thousands of hours 
of test automation machine learning with the deep domain knowledge, the essential business rules, each QE 
specialist knows about their application.”

Srinivasan Sundararajan has written ‘Zero Knowledge Proofs in Healthcare Data Sharing’. 

Suresh Kumar Ramasamy has written ‘Addressing Web Application Performance Issues’.

Soumika Das has written ‘zDesk – an All-Inclusive VDI Solution for Healthcare’. 

Dhivya Muthuraj has written ‘Spring Security’. 

Vignesh Ramamurthy has written ‘Quantum Computing 101’. 

Gogul R has written ‘Design-led organization: Creative thinking as a practice!’. 

Happy Reading!

Soumika Das
Editor 



https://www.gavstech.com/engage2020/


Kevin Surace 

Chairman & CTO, Appvance.ai

With the need for frequent builds—often many 
times in a day—QEs can only keep pace through 
AI-led testing. It is the modern approach that allows 
quality engineers to create scripts and run tests 
autonomously to find bugs and provide diagnostic 
data to get to the root cause.

AI-driven testing means different things to different 
QA engineers. Some see it as using AI for identifying 
objects or helping create script-less testing; some 
consider it as autonomous generation of scripts 
while others would think in terms of leveraging 
system data to create scripts which mimic real user 
activity. 

Our research shows that teams who are able to 
implement what they can in scripts and manual 
testing have, on average, less than 15% code, page, 
action, and likely user flow coverage. In essence, 
even if you have 100% code coverage, you are likely 
testing less than 15% of what users will do. That in 
itself is a serious issue. 

Starting in 2012, Appvance set out to rethink 
the concept of QA automation. Today our AIQ 
Technology combines tens of thousands of hours 
of test automation machine learning with the deep 
domain knowledge, the essential business rules, 
each QE specialist knows about their application. 
We create an autonomous expert system that 
spawns multiple instances of itself that swarm 
over the application testing at the UX and at the 
API-levels. Along the way these Intelligences write 
the scripts, hundreds and thousands of them, that 
describes their individual journeys through the 
application.

And why would we need to generate so many tests 
fully autonomously. Because applications today 
are 10X the size they were just ten years ago. But 

Reduce Test Times 
and Increase Coverage 
with AI & ML
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Kevin Surace is a highly lauded entrepreneur 
and innovator. He’s been awarded 93 worldwide 
patents, and was Inc. Magazine Entrepreneur of 
the Year, CNBC Innovator of the Decade, a Davos 
World Economic Forum Tech Pioneer, and inducted 
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reusable test-scripts to repeat the bug. A further 
turn of the crank can refine these scripts into exact 
replicas of what production users are doing and 
apply them to the new build. 

Any modern approach to continuous testing needs 
to leverage AI in both helping QA engineers create 
scripts as well as autonomously create tests so that 
both parts work together to find bugs and provide 
data to get to the root cause. That AI driven future is 
available today from Appvance.

GAVS is a Strategic Partner of Appvance.ai, the 
leader in AI-driven test generation, enabling global 
businesses tap into the disruptive power of AI-led 
quality engineering. This partnership will help GAVS’ 
customers cut down on time-to-market and deliver 
high quality user experience. This partnership and 
collaboration will significantly enhance GAVS’ vision 
of being a digital transformation organization with 
focus on AI/ML.

your QE team doesn’t have 10X the number of test 
automation engineers. And because you have 10X 
less time to do the work than 10 years ago. Just to 
keep pace with the dev team requires each quality 
engineer to be 100X more productive than they 
were 10 years ago.

Something had to change; that something is AI.

AI-testing in two steps

We leveraged AI and witnessed over 90% reduction 
in human effort to find the same bugs. So how does 
this work?

It’s really a two-stage process.

First, leveraging key AI capabilities in TestDesigner, 
Appvance’s codeless test creation system, we 
make it possible to write scripts faster, identify 
more resilient accessors, and substantially reduce 
maintenance of scripts.

With AI alongside you as you implement an 
automated test case, you get a technology that 
suggests the most stable accessors and constantly 
improves and refines them. It also creates “fallback 
accessors” when tests run and hit an accessor 
change enabling the script to continue even though 
changes have been made to the application. And 
finally, the AI can self-heal scripts which must and 
update them with new accessors without human 
assistance. These AI-based, built-in technologies 
give you the most stable scripts every time with the 
most robust accessor methodologies and self-
healing. Nothing else comes close.

The final two points above deal with autonomous 
generation of tests. To beat the queue and crush it, 
you have to get a heavy lift for finding bugs. And as 
we have learnt, go far beyond the use cases that 
a business analyst listed. Job one is to find bugs 
and prioritize them, leveraging AI to generate tests 
autonomously.

Appvance’s patented AI engine has already been 
trained with millions of actions. You will teach it 
the business rules of your application (machine 
learning). It will then create real user flows, take 
every possible action, discover every page, fill out 
every form, get to every state, and validate the 
most critical outcomes just as you trained it to do. 
It does all this without writing or recording a single 
script. We call this is ‘blueprinting’ an application. 
We do this at every new build. Multiple instances 
of the AI will spin up, each selecting a unique path 
through the application, typically finding 1000s or 
more flows in a matter of minutes. When complete, 
the AI hands you the results including bugs, all the 
diagnostic data to help find the root cause, and the 
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Srinivasan Sundararajan

Recap of Healthcare Data Sharing 

In my previous article (https://www.gavstech.com/
healthcare-data-sharing/), I had elaborated on the 
challenges of Patient Master Data Management, 
Patient 360, and associated Patient Data Sharing. 
I had also outlined how our Rhodium framework 
is positioned to address the challenges of Patient 
Data Management and data sharing using a 
combination of multi-modal databases and 
Blockchain.

In this context, I have highlighted our maturity levels 
and the journey of Patient Data Sharing as follows:

• Single Hospital
• Between Hospitals part of HIE (Health 

Information Exchange)
• Between Hospitals and Patients
• Between Hospitals, Patients, and other External 

Stakeholders

In each of the stages of the journey, I have 
highlighted various use cases. For example, in 
the third level of health data sharing between 
Hospitals and Patients, the use cases of consent 
management involving patients as well as 
monetization of personal data by patients 
themselves are mentioned.

In the fourth level of the journey, you must’ve read 
about the use case “Zero Knowledge Proofs”. In this 
article, I would be elaborating on:

• What is Zero Knowledge Proof (ZKP)?
• What is its role and importance in Healthcare 

Data Sharing?
• How Blockchain Powered GAVS Rhodium 

Platform helps address the needs of ZKP?

Zero Knowledge Proofs in 
Healthcare Data Sharing

Introduction to Zero Knowledge Proof

As the name suggests, Zero Knowledge Proof is 
about proving something without revealing the data 
behind that proof. Each transaction has a ‘verifier’ 
and a ‘prover’. In a transaction using ZKPs, the 
prover attempts to prove something to the verifier 
without revealing any other details to the verifier.

Zero Knowledge Proofs in Healthcare  

In today’s healthcare industry, a lot of time-
consuming due diligence is done based on a lack 
of trust.

• Insurance companies are always wary of 
fraudulent claims (which is anyhow a major 
issue), hence a lot of documentation and 
details are obtained and analyzed. 

• Hospitals, at the time of patient admission, 
need to know more about the patient, their 
insurance status, payment options, etc., hence 
they do detailed checks. 

• Pharmacists may have to verify that the Patient 
is indeed advised to take the medicines and 
give the same to the patients.

• Patients most times also want to make sure 
that the diagnosis and treatment given to them 
are indeed proper and no wrong diagnosis is 
done.

• Patients also want to ensure that doctors 
have legitimate licenses with no history of 
malpractice or any other wrongdoing.

In a healthcare scenario, either of the parties, i.e. 
patient, hospital, pharmacy, insurance companies, 
can take on the role of a verifier and typically 
patients and sometimes hospitals are the provers.
While the ZKP can be applied to any of the 
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transactions involving the above parties, currently 
the research in the industry is mostly focused on 
patient privacy rights and ZKP initiatives target 
more on how much or less of information a patient 
(prover) can share to a verifier before getting the 
required service based on the assertion of that 
proof.

Blockchain & Zero Knowledge Proof

While I am not getting into the fundamentals of 
Blockchain, but the readers should understand that 
one of the fundamental backbones of Blockchain 
is trust within the context of pseudo anonymity. In 
other words, some of the earlier uses of Blockchain, 
like cryptocurrency, aim to promote trust between 
unknown individuals without revealing any of their 
personal identities, yet allowing participation in a 
transaction.

Some of the characteristics of the Blockchain 
transaction that makes it conducive for Zero 
Knowledge Proofs are as follows:

• Each transaction is initiated in the form of a 
smart contract.

• Smart contract instance (i.e. the particular 
invocation of that smart contract) has an owner 
i.e. the public key of the account holder who 
creates the same, for example, a patient’s 
medical record can be created and owned by 
the patient themselves.

• The other party can trust that transaction as 
long the other party knows the public key of 
the initiator.

• Some of the important aspects of an approval 
life cycle like validation, approval, rejection, 
can be delegated to other stakeholders by 
delegating that task to the respective public 
key of that stakeholder.

• For example, if a doctor needs to approve a 
medical condition of a patient, the same can be 
delegated to the doctor and only that particular 
doctor can approve it.

• The anonymity of a person can be maintained, 
as everyone will see only the public key and 
other details can be hidden.

• Some of the approval documents can be 
transferred using off-chain means (outside of 
the blockchain), such that participants of the 
blockchain will only see the proof of a claim but 
not the details behind it.

• Further extending the data transfer with 
encryption of the sender’s private/public keys 
can lead to more advanced use cases.

Role of Blockchain Consortium 

While Zero Knowledge Proofs can be implemented 
in any Blockchain platform including totally 
uncontrolled public blockchain platforms, their 
usage is best realized in private Blockchain 
consortiums. Here the identity of all participants is 
known, and each participant trusts the other, but 
the due diligence that is needed with the actual 
submission of proof is avoided.

Organizations that are part of similar domains and 
business processes form a Blockchain Network 
to get business benefits of their own processes. 
Such a Controlled Network among the known and 
identified organizations is known as a Consortium 
Blockchain. 

Illustrated view of a Consortium Blockchain 
Involving Multiple Other Organizations, whose 
access rights differ. Each member controls 
their own access to Blockchain Network with 
Cryptographic Keys.

Members typically interact with the Blockchain 
Network by deploying Smart Contracts (i.e. 
Creating) as well as accessing the existing 
contracts.

Current Industry Research on Zero Knowledge 
Proof

Zero Knowledge Proof is a new but powerful 
concept in building trust-based networks. While 
basic Blockchain platform can help to bring the 
concept in a trust-based manner, lot of research is 
being done to come up with a truly algorithmic zero 
knowledge proof.
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About the Author

Srini is the Technology Advisor for 
GAVS. He is currently  focused on Data 
Management Solutions for new-age 
enterprises using the  combination of 
Multi Modal databases,  Blockchain and 
Data Mining. The solutions aim  at data 
sharing within enterprises as well as with 
external stakeholders.

A zk-SNARK (“zero-knowledge succinct non-
interactive argument of knowledge”) utilizes a 
concept known as a “zero-knowledge proof”. 
Developers have already started integrating 
zk-SNARKs into Ethereum Blockchain platform. 
Zether, which was built by a group of academics 
and financial technology researchers including 
Dan Boneh from Stanford University, uses zero-
knowledge proofs.

ZKP In GAVS Rhodium  

As mentioned in my previous article about Patient 
Data Sharing, Rhodium is a futuristic framework 
that aims to take the Patient Data Sharing as 
a journey across multiple stages, and at the 
advanced maturity levels Zero Knowledge Proofs 
definitely find a place. Healthcare organizations can 
start experimenting and innovating on this front.

Healthcare Industry today is affected by fraud and 
lack of trust on one side, and on the other side 
growing privacy concerns of the patient. In this 
context, introduction of a Zero Knowledge Proofs as 
part of healthcare transactions will help the industry 
to optimize itself and move towards seamless 
operations.

Rhodium Patient Data Sharing Journey
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Suresh Kumar Ramasamy

With the use of hybrid technologies and 
distributed components, the applications are 
becoming increasingly complex. Irrespective of 
the complexity, it is quite important to ensure the 
end-user gets an excellent experience in using the 
application. Hence, it is mandatory to monitor the 
performance of an application to provide greater 
satisfaction to the end-user.

External factors 

When the web applications face performance 
issues, here are some questions you need to ask:

• Does the application always face performance 
issues or just during a specific period?

• Whether a particular user or group of users 
face the issue or is the problem omnipresent 
for all the users?

• Are you treating your production environment 
as real production environment or have you 
loaded it with applications, services, and 
background processes running without any 
proper consideration?

• Was there any recent release to any of the 
application stack like Web, Middle Tier, API, DB, 
etc., and how was the performance before this 
release?

• Have there been any hardware or software 
upgrades recently? 

Action items on the ground 

Answering the above set of questions would have 
brought you closer to the root cause. If not, given 
below are some steps you can do to troubleshoot 
the performance issue:

• Look at the number of incoming requests, is 
the application facing unusual load?

Addressing Web Application 
Performance Issues
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• Identify how many requests are delaying 
more than a usual level, say more than 5000 
milliseconds to serve a request or a web page.

• Is the load getting generated by a specific or 
group of users – is someone trying to create 
intentional load?

• Look at the web pages / methods / functions 
in the source code which are taking more time. 
Check the logs of the web server, this can be 
identified provided the application does that 
level of custom logging. 

• Identify whether any 3rd party links or APIs 
which are being used in the application is 
causing slowness.

• Check whether the database queries are taking 
more time.

• Identify whether the problem is related to a 
certain browser.

• Check if the server side or client side is facing 
any uncaught exceptions which are impacting 
the performance.

• Check the performance of the CPU, Memory 
and Disk of the server(s) in which the 
application is hosted.

• Check the sibling processes which are 
consuming more Memory/CPU/Disk in all 
servers and take appropriate action depending 
on whether those background processes 
need to be in that server or can be moved 
somewhere or can be removed totally.

• Look at the web server performance to fine 
tune the Cache, Session time out, Pool size and 
Queue-length.

• Check for deadlock, buffer hit ratio, IO Busy, etc. 
to fine tune the performance.

Challenges  

• Doing all these steps exactly when there is a 
performance issue may not be practically all 
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the time. By the time you collect some of these, 
you may lose important data for the rest of the 
items unless the history data is collected and 
stored for reference.

• Even if the data is collected, correlating them 
to arrive at the exact root cause is not an easy 
task

• You need to be tech savvy across all layers to 
know what parameters to collect and how to 
collect.

And the list of challenges goes on…

Think of an ideal situation where you have metrics 
of all these action items described above, right in 
front of you. Is there such magic bullet available? 
Yes, Zero Incident FrameworkTM Application 
Performance Monitoring (ZIF APM), it gives you 

the above details at your fingertips, thereby makes 
troubleshooting a simple task.

Zero Incident Framework’sTM Application 
Performance Monitoring (ZIF APM) has more to 
offer than other regular APM. The APM Engine has 
built in AI features. It monitors the application 
across all layers, starting from end-user, web 
application, web server, API layers, databases, 
underlying infrastructure that includes the OS and 
performance factors, irrespective of whether these 
layers are hosted on cloud or on-premise or both. It 
also applies the AI for monitoring, mapping, tracing 
and analyze the pattern to provide the Observability 
and Insights. Given below is a typical representation 
of distributed application and its components. 
And the rest of the section covers, how ZIF APM 
provides such deep level of insights.

Once the APM Engine is installed/run on portfolio 
servers, the build-in AI engine does the following 
automatically:  

1. Monitors the performance of the application 
(Web) layer, Service Layer, API and Middle tier 
and Maps the insights from User  Web  API  
Database for each and every applications – No 
need to manually link Application 1 in Web 
Server A with API1 in Middle Tier B and so on.

2. Traces the end-to-end user transaction journey 
for all transactions with Unique ID.

3. Monitors the performance of the 3rd party calls 
(e.g. web service, API calls, etc.), no need to 
map them.

4. Monitors the End User Experience through 
RUM (Real User Monitoring) without any end 
user agent.
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About the Author

Suresh heads the Monitor component 
of ZIF at GAVS. He has 20 years of 
experience in Native Applications, 
Web, Cloud and Hybrid platforms from 
Engineering to Product Management. He 
has designed & hosted the monitoring 
solutions. He has been instrumental 
in conglomerating components to 
structure the Environment Performance 
Management suite of ZIF Monitor. 

Suresh enjoys playing badminton with 
his children. He is passionate about 
gardening, especially medicinal plants.

<A reference screenshot of how APM maps the user transaction journey across different nodes. The 
screenshot also gives the Method level performance insights>

Why choose ZIF APM? Key Features and Benefits

1. All-in-One - Provides the complete insight 
of the underlying Web Server, API server, DB 
server related infrastructure metrics like CPU, 
Memory, Disk, and others.

2. End user experience (RUM) - Captures 
performance issues and anomalies faced by 
end-user at the browser side.

3. Anomalies detection - Offers the deeper 
insights on the exceptions faced by the 
application including the line number in the 
source code where the issue has occurred.

4. Code level insights - Gives details about which 
method and function calls within the source 
code is taking more time or slowing down the 
application.

5. 3rd Party and DB Layer visibility - Provides 
the details about 3rd party APIs or Database 
calls and Queries which are delaying the web 
application response.

6. AHI - Application Health Index is a score 
card based on A) End User Experience, B) 
Application Anomalies, C) Server Performance 
and D) Database performance factors that 
are applicable in the given environment 
or application. Weightage and number of 
components A, B, C, D are variables. For 
instance, if ‘Web server performance’ or 
‘Network Performance’ needs to be brought 
in as new variable ‘E’, then accordingly the 
weightage will be adjusted/calculated against 
100%.

7. Pattern Analysis - Analyzes unusual spikes 
through pattern matching and alerts are 
provided.

8. GTrace - Provides the transaction journey of 
the user transaction and the layers it is passing 
through and where the transaction slows 
down, by capturing the performance of each 
transaction of all users.

9. JVM and CLR - Provides the Performance of 
the underlying operating system, Web server 
and run time (JVM, CLR).

10. LOG Monitoring - Provides deeper insight on 
the application logs.

11. Problem isolation - ZIF APM helps in problem 
isolation by comparing the performance with 
another user in the same location at the same 
time.

Visit www.zif.ai for more details. 



Soumika Das

As the pandemic started shutting down offices 
almost all over the world, zDesk ensured business 
continuity of our clients through remote access 
to desktops/laptops on other devices (any RDP 
capable device).

Desktop virtualization continues to be a complex 
and expensive proposition for organizations. We 
wanted to challenge the status quo. zDesk was thus 
conceived.

zDesk is a simple-to-deploy, hardware agnostic, 
desktop virtualization platform that enables a 
secure and unparalleled end-user experience. It 
is an ‘all-inclusive’ virtual desktop infrastructure 
(VDI) solution – i.e. the core components, like 
the hypervisor, connection broker, orchestration, 
management and control layer are in-built in this 
platform. 

zDesk – an All-Inclusive VDI 
Solution for Healthcare

In a typical legacy VDI solution, these components 
are not integrated and are part of a multi-layer 
architecture. They require dedicated hardware 
for management layer, separate installations for 
feature management, and involves the complexities 
of licensing the different modules. Not only is this 
expensive, but also calls for a specialized team to 
manage the full-blown VDI stack.

With zDesk, we are eliminating all these layers 
through a simple ‘zero layer’ architecture. There 
are no third-party vendors and/or software 
providers required. This dramatically alters how 
you are engaging with the VDI solution. It is also 
the industry’s only in memory VDI solution – run 
on RAM for exceptional performance and user 
experience. 

zDesk Stack
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Another departure from other VDI solutions, 
zDesk’s interface is completely visual, that delivers 
information to the end-user most efficiently.  

It is a customizable platform. There is a zDesk flavor 
exclusively focused on the healthcare portfolio. It 
has predefined healthcare specific user controls 
and policies that protects sensitive data. It is HIPAA 
and HITECH compliant as well. 

We have layered a managed services offering 
around this solution and offer zDesk as a Desktop-
as-a-Service (DaaS) model. We focus on an 
opex based, pay-as-you-go model with flexible 
deployment options either on premise or on cloud. 

Client Experiences with zDesk

At BronxCare Health System, a not-for-profit 
healthcare system in New York, zDesk was adopted 
to address 3 big problems:

• Thousands of ageing desktops that broke 
down frequently

• Security risks arising from a generic login to the 
system

• Poor user experience of hospital staff

According to their CIO, zDesk was a blessing 
during the peak of the pandemic, as it requires 
little maintenance. zDesk was also able to deliver 
tremendous performance improvements in 
systems. 

At Premier Inc., one of the larger healthcare 
improvement companies in the US, zDesk replaced 
the legacy VDI solution to resolve the following 
issues:

• Performance and availability issues
• Mounting productivity issues resulting in 

financial impacts
• Mandate to move processes offshore

According to their Director of Technology Services, 
the fact that no dedicated staff was required to 
maintain it and that it enabled them to reside within 
their own data center tipped the scale in zDesk’s 
favor.

zDesk has also addressed the security concerns 
and healthcare industry requirements. For instance, 
a client that collects massive amounts of healthcare 
data for development and data processing were 
able to secure the sensitive data. They were also 
equipped to provide secure access to email and 
other applications to new employees, an imperative 
as they had gone through two acquisitions during 
the pandemic. 

Here’s how our clients realized cost benefits 
through zDesk:

• VDI adoption led to reduced infrastructure 
costs

• Almost no moving parts mean reduced 
chances of failures

• Simplified infrastructure and increased user 
density per server reduce the total cost of 
ownership

• Reassigning full time staff to handle other 
responsibilities, eliminating resource-related 
costs

• Security assurance through zDesk’s monitoring

Evolving Healthcare Industry

The COVID pandemic has ushered in a whole new 
world of telehealth and now has the support of 
governments and insurance companies as well. VDI 
is also enabling remote monitoring of patients in 
isolation wards. Digital Transformation in Healthcare 
has been accelerated by the pandemic and is likely 
to change the face of the industry as we know it. 
VDI platforms are going to be a trusted ally in this 
digital transformation journey and beyond.

Experience zDesk - https://long-80.com/
experience-zdesk/ 

About Long 80

Long 80 LLC is a collaboration between GAVS 
Technologies N.A. (GAVS) and Premier Inc., on a 
strategic joint venture. Long 80 will bring innovative, 
AI-driven Information Technology Operations 
(AIOps) and security operations to healthcare 
organizations in the US.

This article is based on the webinar “zDesk - Remote, 
Secure and Optimized Work Environment for 
Healthcare”. You can watch the webinar recording 
here https://bit.ly/32JHovL 

About the Author

Soumika is the editor of the enGAge 
magazine and is youngest member of 
the Marketing team at GAVS. She is 
passionate about gardening and spends 
her free time listening to podcasts and 
reading Indian history. 
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Dhivya Muthuraj

Spring Security Overview

Web applications are susceptible to security threats 
and attacks, as they are accessible to anyone on 
the internet. There may exist some REST endpoints 
having restricted access to specific users. For 
example, updating records or admin related 
operations. We can use Spring Security to secure 
such URLs. 

Spring Security is a framework that focuses on 
providing both authentication and authorization to 
Java applications. Like all other Spring projects, the 
real strength of Spring Security is in how easily it 
can be extended to meet custom requirements

Spring security works on the following four core 
concepts

1. Authentication
2. Authorization
3. Password Storage
4. Servlet Filters

Authentication

Authentication is the act of verifying an assertion, 
such as the identity of a computer system user. 
In contrast with identification, which, as the name 
suggests, indicates a person/thing’s identity, 
authentication is the process of verifying that 
identity. It involves providing valid credentials to 
verify who you are. 

Authorization

For a simple application, authenticating user might 
be enough, but let’s think about a big enterprise 
application.

• An employee (e.g. call center agent) may only 

Spring Security

have certain permissions to carry out specific 
operations. They are not allowed to perform all 
operations. 

• The back-end product managers are allowed 
to work only on the products. They are not 
allowed to change customer information or 
order information.

• E-commerce managers can work on both 
customer and order information, but they 
cannot change product information.

• The system admin can perform all the 
operations.

Password Storage

Making sure that our passwords are secure 
and difficult to hack is another primary goal 
of any security framework. Spring Security’s 
Password Encoder interface performs a one-way 
transformation for the password, i.e. we can’t 
decrypt the password. Spring Security provides 
several Password Encoder, here is a list:

BCryptPasswordEncoder.

Argon2PasswordEncoder.

Pbkdf2PasswordEncoder

SCryptPasswordEncoder.

Spring Security Modules

• Core: spring-security-core.jar - This is core 
jar file and is required for every application 
that wants to use Spring Security. This jar 
file includes core access-control and core 
authentication classes and interfaces. We can 
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use it in standalone applications or remote 
client’s applications.

• Web: spring-security-web.jar - This jar is 
useful for Spring Security web authentication 
and URL-based access control. It includes 
filters and web-security infrastructure. All the 
classes and interfaces are located into the org.
springframework.security.web package.

• Config: spring-security-config.jar - This jar file 
is required for Spring Security configuration 
using XML and Java both. It includes Java 
configuration code and security namespace 
parsing code. All the classes and interfaces are 
stored in org. springframework.security.config 
package.

Features of Spring Security

• Comprehensive

• Protection against attacks

• Servlet API integration

Advantages of Spring Security

• Servlet API integration
• Extensible support for both Authentication and 

Authorization
• Protection against attacks like session fixation, 

click jacking
• Spring MVC integration
• Ability to secure application against brute force 

attacks
• Portability
• Protection against CSRF attacks
• Java configuration support

To enable basic Spring Security to J2EE 
applications, the below 3 steps are followed:

1. Add jar files
2. Filter declaration to pom.xml
3. Java configuration by using Security 

Configuration class

Spring Security’s web infrastructure should 
only be used by delegating to an instance of 
FilterChainProxy. The security filters should not 
be used by themselves. In theory you could 
mention each Spring Security filter bean that you 
need in your application context file and add a 
corresponding DelegatingFilterProxy entry to web.
xml for each filter.

• ChannelProcessingFilter, because it might 
need to redirect to a different protocol.

• SecurityContextPersistenceFilter, so a 
SecurityContext can be set up in the 
SecurityContextHolder at the beginning 
of a web request. Any changes to the 
SecurityContext can be copied to the 
HttpSession when the web request ends 
(organized for use with the next web request).

• ConcurrentSessionFilter, since it uses the 
SecurityContextHolder functionality but 
requires updating the SessionRegistry to reflect 
ongoing requests from the principal.

• RememberMeAuthenticationFilter, so that if no 
earlier authentication processing mechanism 
updated the SecurityContextHolder, and 
the request presents a cookie that enables 
remember-me services to take place, a fitting 
remembered Authentication object will be put 
there.

• AnonymousAuthenticationFilter, if no initial 
authentication processing mechanism updated 
the SecurityContextHolder, an anonymous 
Authentication object will be placed there.

• ExceptionTranslationFilter, to grab any 
Spring Security abnormality so that either an 
HTTP error retaliation can be returned or an 
appropriate AuthenticationEntryPoint can be 
initiated.

• FilterSecurityInterceptor, to protect web URIs 
and raise exceptions when access is denied.

Spring Security Architecture
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Spring Security Integration

Below are some of the popular tools that integrate 
with Spring Security

• Spring Boot
• Spring MVC
• OpenID Connect
• ZK
• FF4J
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Vignesh Ramamurthy

In the MARVEL multiverse, Ant-Man has one of 
the coolest superpowers out there. He can shrink 
himself down as well as blow himself up to any size 
he desires! He was able to reduce to a subatomic 
size so that he could enter the Quantum realm. 
Some fancy stuff indeed. 

Likewise, there is Quantum computing. Quantum 
computers are more powerful than supercomputers 
and tech companies like Google, IBM, and Rigetti 
have them. 

Quantum Computing 101

Google had achieved Quantum Supremacy with its 
Quantum computer ‘Sycamore’ in 2019. It claims to 
perform a calculation in 200 seconds which might 
take the world’s most powerful supercomputer 
10,000 years. Sycamore is a 54-qubit computer. 
Such computers need to be kept under special 
conditions with temperature being close to 
absolute zero.

Quantum Physics

Quantum computing falls under a discipline called 
Quantum Physics. Quantum computing’s heart and 
soul resides in what we call as Qubits (Quantum 
bits) and Superposition. So, what are they?

Let’s take a simple example, imagine you have a 
coin and you spin it. One cannot know the outcome 

unless it falls flat on a surface. It can either be a 
head or a tail. However, while the coin is spinning 
you can say the coin’s state is both heads and 
tails at the same time (qubit). This state is called 
Superposition.
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So, how do they work and what does it mean?

We know bits are a combination of 0s and 1s 
(negative or positive states). Qubits have both at the 
same time. These qubits, in the end, pass through 
something called “Grover Operator” which washes 
away all the possibilities, but one. 

Hence, from an enormous set of combinations, 
a single positive outcome remains, just like how 
Doctor Strange did in the movie Infinity War. 
However, what is important is to understand how 
this technically works.

We shall see 2 explanations which I feel could give 
an accurate picture on the technical aspect of it.

In Quantum Mechanics, the following is as 
explained by Scott Aaronson, a Quantum scientist 
from the University of Texas, Austin.

Amplitude - an amplitude of a positive and a 
negative state. These could also be considered as 
an amplitude for being 0, and also an amplitude for 
being 1. The goal for an amplitude here is to make 
sure that amplitudes leading to wrong answers 
cancel each other out. Hence this way, amplitude 
with the right answer remains the only possible 
outcome.

Quantum computers function using a process 
called superconductivity. We have a chip the size of 
an ordinary computer chip. There are little coils of 
wire in the chip, nearly big enough to see with the 
naked eye. There are 2 different quantum states of 
current flowing through these coils, corresponding 
to 0 and 1, or the superpositions of them.

These coils interact with each other, nearby ones 
talk to each other and generate a state called 
an entangled state which is an essential state 
in Quantum computing. The way qubits interact 
are completely programmable, so we can send 
electrical signals to these qubits, and tweak them 
according to our requirements. This whole chip is 
placed in a refrigerator with a temperature close to 
absolute zero. This way superconductivity occurs 
which makes it to briefly behave as qubits.

Following is the explanation given according to 
‘Kurzgesagt — In a Nutshell’, a YouTube channel. 

We know a bit is either a 0 or 1. Now, 4 bits mean 
0000 and so on. In a qubit, 4 classical bits can be in 
one of the 2^4 different configurations at once. That 
is 16 possible combinations out of which we can 
use just one. 4 qubits in position can be in all those 
16 combinations at once.

This grows exponentially with each extra qubit. 
20 qubits can hence store a million values in 
parallel. As seen, these entangled states interact 
with each other instantly. Hence while measuring 
one entangled qubit, we can directly deduce the 
property of its partners.

A normal logic gate gets a simple set of inputs 
and produces one definite output. A quantum 
gate manipulates an input of superpositions, 
rotates probabilities, and produces another set of 
superpositions as its output.

Hence a quantum computer sets up some qubits, 
applies quantum gates to entangle them, and 
manipulates probabilities. Now it finally measures 
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the outcome, collapsing superpositions to an actual 
sequence of 0s and 1s. This is how we get the entire 
set of calculations performed at the same time.

What is a Grover Operator?

We now know that while taking one entangled 
qubit, it is possible to easily deduce properties for 
all the partners. Grover algorithm works because 
of these quantum particles being entangled. 
Since one entangled qubit is able to vouch for the 
partners, it iterates until it finds the solution with 
higher degrees of confidence.

What can they do?

As of now, quantum computing hasn’t been 
implemented in real-life situations just because the 
world right now doesn’t have such an infrastructure.

Assuming they are efficient and ready to be used. 
We can make use of it in the following ways:

1)  Self-driving cars are picking up pace. Quantum 
computers can be used on these cars by 
calculating all possible outcomes on the road. Apart 
from sensors to reduce accidents, roads consist of 

traffic signals. A Quantum computer will be able to 
go through all the possibilities of how traffic signals 
function, the time interval, traffic, everything, and 
feed these self-driving cars with the single best 
outcome accordingly. Hence, what would result is 
nothing but a seamless commute with no hassles 
whatsoever. It’ll be the future as we see in movies.

2)  If AI is able to construct a circuit board after 
having tried everything in the design architecture, 
this could result in promising AI-related 
applications.

Disadvantages

RSA encryption is the one that underpins the entire 
internet. It could breach it and hackers might steal 
top confidential information related to Health, 
Defence, personal information, and other sensitive 

data. At the same time, it could be helpful to 
achieve the most secure encryption, by identifying 
the best one amongst every possible encryption. 
This can be made by finding out the most secure 
wall to break all the viruses that could infect the 
internet. If such security is made, it would take a 
completely new virus to break it. But the chances 
are very minuscule.

Quantum computing has its share of benefits. 
However, this would take years to be put to use. 
Infrastructure and the amount of investment to 
make is humongous. After all, it could only be used 
when there are very reliable real-time use cases. 
It needs to be tested for many things. There is no 
doubt that Quantum Computing will play a big role 
in the future. However, with more sophisticated 
technology, comes more complex problems. The 
world will take years to be prepared for it.
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This is the first article in the series of ‘Design-led 
organization’ writing about creative thinking as a 
practice in GAVS. It is the first step for the readers to 
explore the world of design and creativity. So, let’s 
get started!

First let’s see what is design thinking is all about

There is a common misconception that design 
thinking is new. But when you look back, people 
have applied a human-centric creative process to 
build meaningful and effective solutions. Design 
has been practiced for ages to build monuments, 
bridges, automobiles, subway systems, etc. Design 
is not only limited to aesthetics, it is more of a 
mindset to think of a solution. Design thinking is a 
mindset to iteratively think about a complex problem 
and come up with a viable solution.  

Thinking outside of the box can provide an 
innovative solution to a sticky problem. However, 

Design-led organization: Creative 
thinking as a practice!

thinking outside of the box can be a real challenge 
as we naturally develop patterns of thinking that 
are based on the repetitive activities and commonly 
accessed knowledge surround ourselves. It takes 
something to detach away from a situation where 
we’re too closely involved to be able to find better 
possibilities. 

To illustrate how a fresh way of thinking can create 
unexpectedly good solutions, let’s look at a famous 
incident. Some years ago, an incident occurred 
where a truck driver had tried to pass under a low 
bridge. But, he failed, and the truck became firmly 
lodged under the bridge.

The driver was unable to continue driving through 
or reverse out. The struck truck caused massive 
traffic problems, which resulted in emergency 
personnel, engineers, firefighters, and truck drivers 
gathering to negotiate various solutions to dislodge 
the truck.
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Emergency workers were debating whether to 
dismantle parts of the truck or chip away at parts 
of the bridge. Each of one were looking for a 
solution with their respective level of expertise. A 
boy walking by and witnessing the intense debate 
looked at the truck, at the bridge, then looked at 
the road and said, “Why not just let the air out of 
the tires?” to the absolute amazement of all the 
specialists and experts trying to resolve the issue.

When the solution was tested, the truck could drive 
with ease, having suffered only the damage caused 
by its initial attempt to pass underneath the bridge. 
It symbolizes the struggles we face where often 
the most obvious solutions are the ones hardest to 
come by because of the self-imposed constraints 
we work within.  

“Challenging our assumptions and everyday 
knowledge is often difficult for us humans, as we rely 
on building patterns of thinking in order not to have to 
learn everything from scratch every time.“

Let’s come back to our topic “What is Design 
thinking?” Tim Brown, Executive chairman of IDEO - 
an international design and consulting firm quoted 
design thinking as below.

“Design thinking is a human-centered approach to 
innovation that draws from the designer’s toolkit 
to integrate the needs of people, the possibilities 
of technology, and the requirements for business 
success.”

Now let’s think about our truck example. A boy 
with his fresh mindset provides a simple solution to 
address a complex problem. Yeah! this is the sweet 
spot. Everyone is creative and capable of thinking 
like a designer, and out of the box, to come up 
with a solution. This way of inculcating design as a 
mindset for a solution is known as Design thinking. 

Yes, you read it right, everyone is creative...

We forget that back in kindergarten, we were all 
creative. We all played and experimented with 
weird things without fear or shame. We didn’t 
know enough not to. The fear of social rejection is 
something we learned as we got older. And that’s 
why it’s possible to regain our creative abilities, 
even decades later. In the field of design and user 
experience, there are individuals to stick with 
a methodology a while, they will end up doing 
amazing things. They come up with break through 
ideas or suggestion and work creatively with a 
team to develop something truly innovative. They 
surprise themselves with the realization that they 
are a lot more creative than they had thought. That 
early success shakes up how they see themselves 
and makes them eager to do more. 

We just need to rediscover what we already have: 
the capacity to imagine, or build upon, new to the 
world ideas.  But the real value of creativity doesn’t 
emerge until you are brave enough to act on those 
ideas. 

Geshe Thupten Jinpa, who has been the Dalai 
Lama’s chief English translator for more than 
twenty years, shared an insight about the nature 
of creativity. Jinpa pointed out that there’s no word 
in the Tibetean language for ‘creativity’ or ‘being 
creative’. The closest translation is ‘natural’. In other 
words, if you want to be more creative, you should 
be more natural! So…be natural!

At your work place, the complex problems can be 
easily sorted out when you find a solution using 
creativity with the mindset of design thinking. 
Creativity can be improved by following the below 
steps.

1. Go for a walk.

2. Play your favorite games.

3. Move your eyes.

4. Take break and enjoy yourself.

5. Congratulate yourself each time you do 
something well.

6. Estimate time, distance, and money.

7. Take a route you never taken before.

8. Look for images in mosaics, patterns, textures, 
clouds, stars…

9. Try something you have never done before.

10. Do a creative exercise.

11. Start a collection (stamps, coins, art, stationery, 
anything you wish to collect)

12. Watch Sci-Fi or fantasy films.

13. Change the way you do things – there are no 
routine tasks, only routine way of doing things.

14. Wear a color you do not like.

15. Think about how they invented equipment or 
objects you use daily.

16. Make a list of 10 things you think are impossible 
to do and then imagine how you could make 
each one possible.
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17. For every bad thing that happens to you, 
remember at least 3 good things that 
happened.

18. Read something you have not read yet.

19. Make friends with people on the other side of 
the world.

20. When you have an idea, make a note of it, and 
later check to see if it happened.

21. Connect a sport with your work.

22. Try food you never tried before.

23. Talk to grandparents and relatives and listen to 
their stories.

24. Give an incorrect answer to a question.

25. Find links between people, things, ideas or 
facts.

26. Ask children how to do something and observe 
their creativity.

Start doing the above-mentioned steps to inculcate 
a creative mindset and apply it in your day-to-
day work. Companies like GE health care, Procter 
& Gamble, UBER practiced design thinking and 
implemented in their new product launches and for 
solving complex problems in their organizations. 
Be natural to be more creative! When you are more 
creative, you can apply design thinking for seeking 
any solution for a complex problem in your work. 

This is the first article in the series of Design led 
Organization in GAVS. Keep watching this space 
for more articles on design and keep exploring the 
world of design-thinking! 
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The pessimist complains about the wind. 
The optimist expects it to change. The 

leader adjusts the sails.
John Maxwell
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